Thursday, September 18, 2003

9:00 am – 3:30 pm Regular Session
3:30 pm – 6:30 pm Bonus Session & Resource Fair
with clock hours for teachers,
organized by the World Affairs Council

Purpose: To shape the future of International Education in Washington State.

Audience: Teachers, Parents, Higher Ed, Students, Preschool, Non-profits, Cultural groups, Governmental agencies, Policymakers, Media

Cost: Complimentary.

Highlights:
» Interactive sessions and breakouts
» Principals’ Roundtable
» Clock hours for teachers
» Technology Demonstrations

Topics we’ll explore:
» What is the impact of Global Perspectives on Diversity and Citizenship Education?
» What is our vision for language learning Preschool-Graduate School?
» Where does International Education fit into the Washington State Standards and Assessments for Social Studies?
» Why does “cultural competence” matter to business?
» Are meaningful “virtual” exchanges using technology possible?
» How can teachers integrate a global perspective into existing curriculum?
» If we believe International Education is important, what can we do about it?
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